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Message
from the
Chair
When we set up this forum, we understood that the power
and the strength is within those who play the game, those
that manage the teams and those that support the clubs. The
power to push through lasting changes in football is within all
of us, we just need to be brave. Be brave enough to change
what we know to be wrong, or unjust or discriminative, even
if that’s the way it has always been done. Be brave enough to
be the one to stand whilst others are seated.

This forum speaks for those most effected by outdated
processes, those most affected by policies that discriminate
and ways of working that really do not work for BAME people.
I am proud to be a voice for the people, and to be leading the
BAME Football Forum to challenge processes that can
ultimately lead to positive changes for our communities and
for our children.

Ivan Liburd
Chair of the BAME Football Forum
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“Be brave enough to be
the one to stand while
others are seated.”
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Introduction:
The Feeling in
the Room
The setting up of the BAME Football
Forum (BFF) and the subsequent launch
event at the King Power Stadium, which
was attended by hundreds of people
representing BAME clubs, was
particularly timely.

Over the last two football seasons, a
number of high profile racial incidents
have highlighted the on-going depth and
breadth of the inescapable realities of
twenty-first century racism in English
football.
Football governing bodies, Local
Authorities and the Police have
collectively failed to provide what we
see as adequate moral and professional
leadership on the issue of racism in
football, thus allowing the continuing
presence of overt racism within the
grassroots game.
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High profiled incidents, such as the England game in Bulgaria, and the
emergence of Raheem Sterling's voice in speaking out against racism, does
not overshadow the fact that zero tolerance as a stance on racism still feels
like an idea that those who govern or have involvement in football are not
yet fully ready or able to implement. In light of this, Black Asian Minority
Ethnic (BAME) players and spectators, from the grassroots to the
professional ranks, remain vulnerable to racism. This vulnerability is often
compounded by the failure of FA officials to be able to act effectively, by
challenging the abuse and implementing a zero tolerance response at the
local level.
BAME clubs’ experience of racism has led to a severe lack of confidence in
those entrusted with managing the game and ensuring that ‘fair play’ is
accorded to by all participants. We would argue that, despite what are
often good intentions, the lack of knowledge, leadership and accountability,
sadly contributes to a growing distrust among the players and members of
BAME clubs. This has left them feeling unable to accept or support many of
the decisions made around issues such as recruitment and racist incidents.
All those associated with the game need to give some urgent attention to
the impact of racism in football. For far too many years, instances of racism
feel like they have been accepted as ‘part of the game’, and this has
created a hardened exterior on many BAME players and clubs, emotionally
leaving them believing that such incidents simply come with the territory.
This situation needs to change.
Numerous discussions have been held, nationally, on the issue of racism in
football, from the House of Parliament, to campaign groups, right down to
the local grassroots level. However, we are still yet to see a collective move
forward supported by BAME communities, a move directed not only at
stamping out racism in local football, but focused on the implementation of
justice for all.
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What
improvements
do people want
to see?
Much of the feedback from the
BFF event reflected historical
messages that communities have
raised on a number of occasions,
specifically those addressed in
our recent report #ITSNOTFAIR
Grassroots experiences of racism,
including,
• Joint working
• Education
• Representation
• Timely processes
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BAME Football Forum used as a conduit
One of the overwhelming, but obvious, enlightenments is that
governing bodies are not best placed to develop the ideas and
initiatives needed in BAME communities and that, in fact, we
should work in partnership with communities themselves, to
create a proactive approach on specific initiatives. The raft of
ideas, including new and current ways that governing bodies can
be more proactive, was evident in the feedback we received.
We want to work in partnership with football bodies and believe that
the BFF is best placed to have dialogue and to bridge the gap
between grassroots and governing bodies. In Leicester and
Leicestershire, particularly, the BFF (as a representative of local
BAME clubs), must be part of the conversation and a partner in
activities and programs designed to engage BAME clubs and members.

New and continued educational programmes
When engaging with local communities, there needs to be an
accountability, honesty and an integrity to the conversations. The
ongoing monitoring and training of staff around cultural awareness
is still very much needed. The work of campaign groups such as
Kick It Out and Show Racism the Red Card must continue their
educational programmes, whilst being mindful to represent not
only the professional perspective, but also the challenges at
grassroots.
Education is important in the challenge to change the mind-set of
those who may act in a discriminatory manner towards others.
However, currently there is something of a disconnect between
campaign groups’ remit to deliver education, and the
communities’ need for greater advocacy around injustices. Only
certain challenges and conversations are perceived to be
acceptable, whilst many would seem to fall on death ears.

BFF is best placed to have
dialogue and to bridge the gap
between grassroots and
governing bodies.
Co-production with communities
There needs to be a genuine co-production approach to the design
of new or improved services and initiatives. Those still at the
sharp end of racism are desperate for proactive measures to be
put in place. The perception is that there is either an
unwillingness, or a lack of surety, on how to develop initiatives
that support BAME communities, or even how to have meaningful
dialogue with communities without judgment or fear.
We know there are real difficulties here, and that officers in key
positions are committed in these areas. But, effective change can
only be driven by need, new partnerships, and by turning listening
into effective action. Those who are in a position to make much
needed radical change must be open to change in their own
processes and ways of delivering the local game.

Effective change can only be driven by need,
new partnerships, and by turning listening into
effective action.
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Leadership means different things to different people,
however, on the subject of racism and discrimination, we
need transformational leaders. Those who will lead from
the front to benefit those at the back.
Effective and positive leadership at all levels

County FA and Policing local football

A good leader has the personality to inspire their team, the
courage to lead boldly, and a clear vision of how to achieve a
specific goal by driving organisational change. As we look to
those who govern European football and cast judgment on their
apparent incapacity to address widespread racism, we fall short
on implementing our own required standards in this country.

The disappointment that many BAME clubs in Leicestershire
have suffered after their journey through the disciplinary
process has often left them feeling deflated.

Those that govern football must show real accountability in
relation to any failings, just as they do successes. Otherwise,
they run the risk of government intervening to protect
supporters and players at all levels of the game. National and
local FAs must take full ownership of the racism issue and not
only work with those best placed to achieve real change, but to
be open to the idea that the current systems and processes are
not all working. We must be open to change them.

Be open to the idea that the current
systems and processes are not all working.

The noticeable low level of hate crime prosecutions within
grassroots football has also contributed to the prevailing view
that nothing effective and symbolically reassuring is ever done.
Understanding the burden of proof and how best to collect
evidence more likely to secure a charge in court, is a specific
piece of support that the Police and the Crime Prosecution
Service can develop.
This same approach can be adopted by the local County FA to
encourage the production of adequate evidence base for such
cases. In addition, the local County FA and Leicestershire Police
should be required to communicate publicly how many clubs or
individuals have been charged, each year, for racism in local
football in this area. All this needs to be followed up with
tougher sanctions for both individuals and clubs.
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Safeguarding and support
The emotional wellbeing and safety of a child playing
football cannot be confined to physical harm only. The
psychological trauma that children face once racially
abused can be just as damaging as a broken limb or
worse.
Currently there is a danger that the local football
governance system is failing to safeguard BAME children
and young people in an effective way. Better joined up
working between agencies is vital to support and
protect those who have suffered racial abuse and those
who will undoubtedly face the same in the future.
The after care for victims and parents is non-existent,
which unfortunately reinforces the notion that neither
they, nor their experiences, are really that important.
How support is provided a complex issue with many
layers. However, communities feel that the
conversation is not even being tabled. Considering
much abuse is targeted at those below the age 18
years, there is a desire to make this a priority.

In effect, when a child is racially
abused, we expect them to return
to the same place they were
abused, with no thought to their
mental health.
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Building Better Relationships
Visibility in communities is key to building better
long-term relationships, however this must stretch
beyond schools into local clubs and neighbourhoods.
In order to win the hearts, minds and trust of those
who operate at a community level, there must be a
demonstration of results.
There is no doubt that currently there are some
positive initiatives in place that seek to support the
progression of BAME coaches and players. However
these are not often known or widespread across all
parts of the country. Local and the National FA, along
with professional clubs must not rest on their laurels,
but instead look to be innovative in the way they
support communities, especially BAME communities.
When building relationships in life, in business or in
work, the main ingredient is conversation.
Communities must feel that those who have authority
in football are interested in having a conversation
without an agenda.

When you feel comfortable
talking to someone about
your experiences in the world
and they listen, a relationship
can blossom.
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To make credible
changes for those
most affected by
racism and
discrimination,
we must first
listen and then
apply a common
sense approach.
Ahmed Maravia
Vice Chair of the BAME Football Forum
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Summary
There is still much to do in order to
win over the impressions of the
community and those experiencing or
witnessing racial abuse.
Education continues to be something that is wanted through all
levels of staff, volunteers, parents and players. Co-producing
initiatives and projects with communities to get their buy-in is
definitely something that is needed and would help to build on
forming a stronger relationship with them.
Safeguarding and how we improve this area is massive, as many
of those at grassroots are children and young people that need
protecting. Developing better support, forming joint processes
and sharing of information with the Police will help to strengthen
sanctions to protect those most affected.
To bring all of this together, the system leadership must have the
ambition and the desire to want better, as without this,
progression will be minimal.

System wide leadership to address
racism in football is needed.

With that in mind, the forum is calling for:
• greater protection around the safeguarding and support of
children and young people being abused at a grassroots level.
• a willingness to use community experiences and grassroots
members in educational programmes and equality workshops.
• open processes to monitor the number of clubs and players
who commit racial abuse, and where these crimes are taking
place geographically.
• closer working by the local FA and the Police to provide
evidence to assist charging alleged offenders.
• the local FA to be more inclusive and proactive towards
community involvement to assist designing initiatives around
the agenda of race.
We, the BAME Football Forum, will continue to work on our
forward plan, A Quest for Change, and strive to facilitate better
outcomes for BAME clubs, and thus for the whole grassroots
football community. The issue and the agenda of race in football
is important because the negative effects can be felt far and
wide across all levels of the game. To make a real difference at
a local level, communities and clubs must continue to stand
together and keep up the challenge to change the systems for
the better.

This is our commitment.

THE BAME FOOTBALL FORUM

w.bamefootballforum.com
e: bamefootballforum@gmail.com
t: @BAME_FF

BFF 2020

